Trilateral staff development and exchange program
Northwestern University, Stellenbosch University, Universität Hamburg

SU Programme Proposal for September /October 2022

Day 1 - Tuesday
14:30 – 17:00 Arrival, Informal Introductions, icebreakers and cocktail function

Day 2 – Wednesday
10:00 – 12:30 Being an International Practitioner
Defining the concept and unpacking of what it means to be an International Practitioner
Small group discussions and then feedback into main session

12:30 – 13:30 LUNCH

13:30 – 16:00 Intercultural Competence
Interactive session about how we see culture and challenging cultural stereotypes
Small group discussions and then feedback into main session

18:30 DINNER: Traditional South African Braai /Barbeque

Day 3 - Thursday
10:00 – 13:00 Inclusion within the workplace
• Transformation Office – facilitate, promote and advice on transformation within a University
• Equality Unit - creating awareness and tackle issues of gender-based and gender non-violence, HIV/Aids, LGBTQIA+ and sexualities.
• Disability Unit – inclusion and assistance on campus

13:00 – 14:00 LUNCH

14:00 – 16:00 Inclusion within the Student Communities
• Centre for Student Communities - The Centre aims to give students a holistic and inclusive living and learning experience.

18:30 Dinner in Town

Day 4 - Friday
10:00 – 12:30 Inclusive Excellence: ANIME network - creation of a community of practice on how to bring people from less privileged communities into an excellent university
Representatives of ANIME network to present and stimulate discussions.

12:30 – 13:00 Conclusion and closure
13:00 LUNCH
18:00 FAIRWELL DINNER: Amazink – traditional Township restaurant